BATS ARE THE ONLY MAMMALS THAT REALLY FLY.

BATS
- ARE WARM-BLOODED
- NURSE THEIR BABIES WITH MILK
- HAVE FUR
- CAN FIND THINGS (LIKE BUGS) BY BOUNCING SOUNDS OFF OF THEM. THAT'S CALLED ECHOLOCATION.

This bat is called a Townsend's Big-Eared Bat for obvious reasons.

When Townsend's Big-Eared Bats sleep, they curl up their ears.

If you ever see a bat, don't pick it up.

Thanks.

MY COMIC ABOUT BATS
MAKE YOUR OWN STORY...

Some ideas: A day in the life—going on a trip—making a friend—looking for something—a mystery—a joke—meeting another animal or a plant—just hanging around
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